Kids Explore!
Signs of Spring Scavenger Hunt

Print a list for each person in your exploring group this spring. See how long it
takes for everyone to “collect” all ten signs of spring! Can you think of other signs to add?
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 A bird holding a twig:
it’s nest-making time!

 A bird holding a twig:
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 A choir of frogs: listen
near water for male Pacific
treefrogs singing for mates
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 A puddle: it rains so
much in the spring!
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 A fiddlehead: this is
what you call a new fern
frond as it unrolls
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 A rainbow: sun + rain
= beautiful earth art!
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 A worm: look for these
on sidewalks after it rains
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 A bud on a tree: these
will soon burst into leaves
and/or flowers
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 A cloud of bugs: some
insects hatch all at once so
they can quickly find mates
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 A wildflower: look
for a bloom that’s not
growing in a garden
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 A new bird song:
migrating songbirds are
returning from the south
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